
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Report Given below is Just a Sample 
Report for Reference 
 
 
 
SECTION – A)   Your BIRTH DATA & OTHER 
DETAILS 
 
 

Dear Mr ABD :  
It would be a pleasure for us to 

be able to help you with your concern 
 
 
 
 



Your Birth & Other details:  
 
astrozing.com@gmail.com  
 
ServiceName 
twelve hsoues analysis  
Report!   
<br> 
email id  
xyz@gmail.com 
Month of birth 
12 
dob 
16 
year of birth 
1986 
time of birth 
14.883333333333 
first name 
Kishan 
middle name 
 
last name 
Kumar 
minutes of birth 
53 
hour of birth 
14 
place of birth 
Kolkata 
country 
India 
 
  
 
Your Planets in Signs 



 

 SUN  in Scorpio 

 MOON  in Aries 

 JUPITER in Aquarius 

 RAHU(Dragon’s Head)- In Pisces 

 MERCURY  in Scorpio 

 VENUS  in Libra 

 KETU(Dragon’s Tail) in Virgo 

 SATURN in Scorpio 

 MARS  in Aquarius 

 

Your Planets in Houses 

 

 SUN in 8th house 

 MOON in 1st house 

 JUPITER in 11th house 

 RAHU(Dragon’s Head)-12th house 

 MERCURY in 8th house 

 Venus in 7th house 

 KETU(Dragon’s Tail) in 6th house 

 SATURN is in 8th house 

 MARS in 11th house 

 

 

Why Your Horoscope Or Kundli is so Important 

in Life?: 

 

 

Just like scientists and engineers have developed  

electron energy based internet, computers or Mobile 

phones for that matter- ancient rishis and sages in 

India have discovered the subtle laws of cosmos 

based on Pranic energy 



 

So your horoscope or kundli is alike a biometric 

passport that has  registered the Unique planetary 

energy existing at the time of your birth Which can 

exactly tell you – which areas of life  like 

career/job/marriage/love/relationships/children/forei

gn travel etc you could be a success or your could 

fail and why? It also tells you how to be a success in 

life by avoiding pitfalls and following the remedies 

well The complete Horoscope report below tells you 

your strong points and life and weak points as well 

and gives you remedies on how to solve the weak 

points



 

Your Lagna & Navamsa Horoscope Details



 
 
 
What do the 12(twelve) house 

represent in your Horoscope? 

 



 
Various houses in your horoscope 

represent various aspects of your life 

Like the first house represents your 

personality or your physical body This is 

your ascendant and is most important 

thing in your life which should be strong 

enough for  you to be a success  

 

Your second house represents your wealth 

and status and the third house (shourya 

bhava)is your initiative and people you 

connect to The fourth house(maitri bhava) 

is your home/mother and yes property The 

fifth house(Putra bhava) represents your 

deep thinking and children and victory in 

lottery 

The sixth house(Ari bhava) is the house for 



obstacles or vighna The seventh house is 

the Yuvati bhava- the house for sex/love 

and relationships The eighth house is the 

Randhr bhava, this rules 

obstacles/death/longevity and accidents 

The ninth house rules the dharma bhava or 

the house luck /fortune and past life karma 

The tenth house is the karma bhava or the 

house of action or job/career The eleventh 

house is the labha bhava or the house of 

gains and salary The twelfth house is the 

Vyaya bhava or the house of 

expenditure/foreign travels and secret sex 

and love affairs. Your 12 Houses Analysis & 

Predictions 



 
 
SECTION – B)   Your FULL HOROSCOPE- 12 
HOUSES ANALYSIS  
 

· FIRST HOUSE [UDAYA/TANU BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

personality, looks, attitude, temperament and basic 

strength of your horoscope. 

 

 Mars in eleventh house makes you are 

courageous and have pioneering spirit 

 You are also proud, confident and famous 

 You could have good health and be vibrant- and 

good optimism /friendship and energy 

 You could be helpful to friends and family 

 You could  also be fond of family- but a few 

biological children 

 

also 

 You are  attractive and charismatic, as Venus 

aspects your first house. 

 You have leadership qualities and would shine in 

public life 



 You could be healthy and free from diseases- as 

mars is fairly strong 

 You are clever in doing your work and could be 

dutiful 

 You could investigate into occult studies 

 You have success through writing and publishing 

 You have general betterment after 33 years of 

age 

 

As Lagn’s Lord or ascendant  is in Labh Bhava or 

house of gains, the you could be always be endowed 

with gains, good qualities, fame and may be 

relationships with more than average women. 

A strong Venus makes you more attractive to 

womenfolk. 

Karaka sun suggest that as it is in eighth means you 

need to take care of your image and also prevent 

attacks by other people. Driver very carefully. 

As moon  is in the first house, and first house 

represents yourself. So more focus on self. 

Also first house is number 1, so you will have god 

initiative and will power. Aspect on seventh house 

gives some changeability in relationships. It makes 

you fanciful and also romantic as moon is planet of 



romance. The luck is changing and the person may 

be easy going. 

. Generally gives a good built 

. Might have health problems in youth in dashas of 

Saturn 

. You would generally put up good fight in life 

 

· SECOND HOUSE [DHANA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

family life, speech, thinking patters and 

accumulation of wealth, success in investments, 

income source and general level of affluence.  

 

As Dhan’s Lord  or the second house lord is in Yuvati 

Bhava or the seventh house, the you could be 

addicted to a bit of vices to women. Just an 

indication just take care. 

 You could be good at healing sciences.  

Jupiter the karaka for second house  is fair in the 

house of gains, so over all you will get very good 

gain/status/money and comforts in life. Venus rules 

luxuries- so you may have a luxurious life in general. 

but you may also have a lot of family and other 

responsibilities in life as well. 



. In general fair amount of domestic happiness could 

be there 

. You might get good amount of money – but may 

not be able to save much 

. You could be outspoken and truthful 

. Your family background might be good 

. You could come up as good speakers 

 

· THIRD HOUSE [SHOURYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

initiative, courage, competition, communications 

ability, siblings, friends and other associates. 

 

The third house lord mars is fair in the eighth 

hsoue.So have to be careful about involvement in 

criminal cases and any other issues as mercury could 

change your mind and make you do things that you 

may repent later. There could be issues in the career 

matters. 

Your mars is a bit agitated in the eleventh house on 

Saturn depositor- so take well thought actions only. 

Do YOGA. 

. Possible frequent short journeys 



. Journeys abroad also possible 

. You could be alternately rash and thoughtful in 

your actions 

. There might not be much agreement between you 

and your brothers/sisters 

.  

· FOURTH HOUSE [SUKHA/MATRU BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

parents, domestic harmony and the level of 

happiness in life. 

The fourth house lord is moon is in first house, so 

gives good gains from home/property and other 

family matters. As aspects the seventh- so gains 

from partnerships and jobs as well. 

So as  Bandhu’s Lord or fourth house  is in  

Tanu Bhava, the you could be endowed with 

learning, virtues, ornaments, lands, conveyances 

and maternal happiness. 

The karaka is also moon, so as moon is on Aries- you 

would be aggressive in thought and action, but 

having proper peace in actions would give you much 

more dividends. 

.Mother might be a respectable lady 



. She might not have good health or might be 

worried or unhappy 

. Education might have interruptions 

. You could be short tempered- but may not 

translate thoughts into actions. 

. You might have a number of friends- both in high 

and low society. 

· FIFTH HOUSE [ATMAJA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

children, status and creative powers.  

 

As Putr’s Lord or the fifth house lord  is in Randhr 

Bhava or eighth house , the you could be not have 

much progeny happiness- also you may have kids 

with some delays, take proper care of cough and 

pulmonary disorders, also avoid anger. 

The karaka Jupiter is fair in the 11th house, so over 

all you will have fewer kids and have to train them to 

be the best in the world. So that any malefic effects 

don’t remain. 

. In general lucky in life 

. But due to aspect of Saturn- fluctuations in your 

fortune 

. You could be indecisive. 



. You would be blessed with kids. 

· SIXTH HOUSE [VIGHNA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

enemies, health problems, debts, obstructions and 

service to others. 

As sixth house lord if in eighth house, you have to 

maintain proper conduct. 

Mercury related health problems could surface. 

Like skin problems, problems of stress and anxiety. 

Once again Yoga would help. 

Stomach and appendicitis needs proper care. 

Saturn the karaka for the sixth house is fair in the 

eighth house. 

Ketu In sixth house is good as ketu is  a natural 

malefic and being in sixth house of vighna & 

obstacles  it means killing or removal of enemies. So 

makes a person without much enmity. Gives fame 

and authority to the person. It also gives occult and 

intuitive powers. 

. You may have a number of enemies 

.Your enemies may not get an upper hand 

. You might have often overseas travel 

· SEVENTH HOUSE [KALATRA BHAVA]:  



· This house basically covers matters related to your 

marriage, partnerships and all other relationships.  

 

As Yuvati’s Lord  or the seventh house lord is in 

Yuvati Bhava, the you could be endowed with 

happiness through wife, be courageous, skilful and 

intelligent, but you have to take care of vata or 

stress disorders. 

Once again as high Venus energy is here, so one 

needs to be careful with the sexual conduct as such. 

All would be well. 

Venus the planet of sex and beauty is in the seventh  

house of sex itself. So one needs to take care of 

excesses in sexual conduct. Aspect on the first  

house gives good personality and endows the person 

with basic charm. You would generally have a happy 

marriage and a life partner that is devoted to you. 

Success in partnership, a magnetic personality due 

to aspect to the first house 

.You might marry well. 

. That is you might be able to make your own choice 

. Separation or more marriages need to be guarded 

.  You may not in general enter public life- unless 

forced to do so. 

. In general, wife’s health would be good. 



 

· EIGHTH HOUSE [GUHYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to 

unknown or hidden or suspicious issues, unearned 

wealth, sudden losses of wealth and also property 

and luck. 

As lord is in the eleventh house, so you have to be 

careful in land investments. 

Ensure fights don’t come up. 

Fair enough longevity is there for you by mars. As 

mars connects to karaka of eighth house that is 

Saturn. 

Your Saturn is in eighth house, this gives you 

longevity as shani or Saturn is karaka for longevity 

and it being in eighth house of longevity enhances 

the same. But at the same time your responsibility 

levels could very high. You have to take care of your 

eyes. You have to take care of your tummy.Children 

could cause troubles as it is fourth house from 

children’s hsoue.So it represents their mind. Avoid 

any dishonesty or cruelty in conduct. 

As your sun is in the eight house of longevity, the 

eighth house is a malefic house and also sun is 

considered to be malefic as per Vedic astrology- so 

his could give you longevity. You need to take care 



of your health and also eyes as sun is a karaka for 

the same. Sun represents kids as well, so it gets 

weakened here, so limited number of children or kids 

could be there. 

Mercury in eight houses gives many good qualities to 

you. It will give you basic courtesy. You will also 

inherit good amount of wealth. As eighth house is of 

hidden learning, so you will learn multiple subjects. 

You will generally live long. Take proper care of 

health. 

. Life could be long 

. There could be suffering also in life 

· NINTH HOUSE [DHARMA/BHAGYA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

level of luck, length of marital life, interest in religion 

& spirituality and level of morality.  

 

As Dharma’s Lord or ninth house lord is in Labh 

Bhava, the you could be enjoy financial & money 

gains day by day, be devoted to elders, virtuous and 

meritorious in acts. 

Good for money and following of dharma or ethics. 

You may also have male kids( Higher chance) 

 



. Indications of father losing money are there. 

. Somehow benefits from father may not come very 

easily to you. 

· TENTH HOUSE [AGNYA/KARMA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

career, your Karma & the kind of deeds, your 

authority and name.  

 

As Karma’s Lord or the tenth house lord is in Randhr 

Bhava or  eighth house, long-lived and avoid blaming 

others. 

As Saturn or shani rules this house, so you should do 

only good acts for success. 

Yes landed property could give you good gains. 

Sun the karaka for name and fame is OK in eighth 

house, so protect your image and body by enemies. 

Also mercury is fair plus Jupiter is fair in eleventh. So 

you would progress well in career. 

You could get a good position in life, but there could 

breaks in career. 

Avoid conflicts with people at office and also avoid 

any kind of act that is not in harmony with law as 

that could bounce back. 



BONUS: chant Om Namoha shivaye 108 times 

atleast daily. 

You could wear neelam in the Saturn finger. 

 

. Many obstacles on the way 

. Every inch of success to be fought 

. You may not get things easily. 

. You could also be orthodox as far as religion is 

concerned. 

. You could rise to a position of eminence, but only 

after a lot of struggle. 

· ELEVENTH HOUSE [LABHA BHAVA]:  

· This house basically covers matters related to your 

gains and inflows from various sources.  

 

As Labh’s Lord or the eleventh house lord is in 

Randhr Bhava or eighth house ,though you would be 

rich,  but  you could be incur reversals in his 

undertakings or projects, so start them at right 

muhurtha  and you could be live long. There are 

many good indications for long life for you in the 

chart. 



Be careful with cheats and swindlers as eleventh 

house lord makes a connection with the eighth 

house. 

 

 

As Labh’s Lord is in Labh Bhava, the you could be 

gain in all his undertakings, while his learning and 

happiness could be on the increase day by day. 

Mars is in the eleventh house, so makes you an 

eloquent and a good speaker. You will get lands as 

mars are karaka for lands and eleventh house means 

gains. Also you could be influential. You have to 

avoid any lustful tendencies as there is an aspect to 

your mind or deep thinking by the fifth house. 

As Jupiter is in the eleventh house, you would be 

long lived and gives you boldness. This will give you 

wealth and also a sharp intellect as Jupiter is karaka 

for knowledge and in the house of gains this gets 

more enhanced. You may also be fond of music, 

have many friends as again Jupiter is karaka for 

friends and so is the eleventh hsoue.So will also 

accumulate many riches. 

. You will have to work hard to make income 

commensurate with what you desire. 

.  



 · TWELFTH HOUSE [VYAYA/ANTYA BHAVA].  

· This house basically covers matters related to 

sexual desires  

& their fulfilment, losses, expenses, travels to other 

countries and events beyond your control. 

As Vyaya Lord or the twelfth house lord is  in Labh 

Bhava or eleventh house, the you could be incur 

losses, be brought up by others and could be 

sometimes gain through others. 

You could trade well in pearls. Siblings could cause 

more  expenditure. That has to be controlled. 

Your rahu is in the twelfth house of expenditure and 

hospitalization. So as rahu is a natural malefic, it 

gets some positive energy here and could make you 

helpful, prosperous. But you need to take care of 

your morality aspects as rahu and twelfth house both 

impact the morality of the person. twelfth house is 

for eyes and sun stands for eyes, rahu opposes sun 

and is in twelfth house – so take care of eyes. 

 

. You may not be able to enjoy life-to the level your 

position would warrant 

. Even if you have the desired object- the enjoyment 

of it  would be denied to you many times. 

SECTION – C)   COMING 3 YEAR(12x3 Months) 



PREDICTIONS  
 
 
 
Moon Main period 

 

 SAT till 10/ 6/18 

 MER till 10/11/19 

 KET till 10/ 6/20 

 

 SAT till 10/ 6/18 

 

· CAREER: 

· Your career would expand and you could expect 

good amount of effort 

 

In the year 2017 as Saturn is weak till august plus 

your Saturn rules your tenth and eleventh house and 

is in the eighth house. So you have to be careful 

about breaks  in career or job or work. Especially till 

august 2017 when Saturn is weak in transit and 

getting into Scorpio.  

Avoid any conflicts or clashes and drive carefully as 

Saturn is in the rashi of mars. 

Take only well thought actions. 

 

Yearly trend for you for 2017 and 2018 as a 

abONUS: 



 

2017 BONUS yearly delineation 

Time to think and analyze life and resrategize 

matters more. You could expect some degree of 

peculiarity in events happening during this time.  

 

It may be a time when you may prefer to be with 

yourself and develop interest in religion and  

philosophy.  

 

You could expect haste , messages of all kinds  

reaching you and sleeping conditions getting stirred 

and reaching a state  of settlement. You could treat 

this as a positive period when you could advance  

 well towards whatever you want to.  

You can expect to receive  messages which will help 

you to move forward in life. Love and    romantic life 

would be good. Use only positive attitude as 

otherwise one could have to face disputes delays and 

difficulties.  

The sphere of love and business could come to 

standstill. Fights and domestic problems can come to 

fore if one becomes impulsive and self cantered in 

one's  attitude.  



For settlements you may want to do your part.            

 This is the time when one could be travelling to do 

closure on  things.  

 

You could expect the wheels to be running.  

 

You will notice a definite progress in matters. 

 

By 2018 Mid onwards til end of 2018- BONUS 

yearly delineation 

you could expect inheritance, good business  

Opportunities, travel is also a strong possibility, 

meeting with friends, success with relatively lesser 

effort particularly in business matters.  

 

Essentially you need to be prepared whatever   

comes through.  

 

You could expect more work pressure, you could   be 

promoted and hence deal with more work.  

 



Whatever recognition that you get is a result of your 

past efforts.                     

 

 You could expect an increase in salary or you could 

expect money gains through inheritance.                                         

 

 Take care that you don't affect your health due to 

the work  pressure that you may face during this 

time.  

Use organized approach to get job in hand done. 

also 

. There could be delays in what you deserve on the 

professional front 

. Your delivering work in a discipline fashion would 

deliver good results 

. Expect some coldness or roughness at the office 

environment 

. Avoid stress due to overwork 

. Your interests towards philosophy could increase in 

this time 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should steadily increase 



· But more decent control on expenses is needed 

· Investments on lands should work fine at this time 

· Expenses on family health problems could be there 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Avoid any coldness creeping in the relationship- 

this would help you to avoid discord 

. Avoid any differences cropping up due to overwork 

. Inclination towards philosophy will give satisfaction 

and gladness in your life. 

. There could be separations from loved ones due to 

work  

. Take special care of your spouse’s health  

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments  

· Special care for nerve related problems or problems 

like common cold bronchitis-problems to do with 

phlegm. 

· Vitality could decline with this period. 

· Take special care of vata(stress) related problems 

 

 

 MER till 10/11/19 

 



Your mercury rules the this house of initiatives and 

also the sixth house of obstacles and health and 

vighna or problems. 

AS mercury sits in eighth, so avoid getting into and 

land or property disputes at this time. 

You have to take well thought initiatives and you will 

win for sure in legacy and otherwise. 

Keep the mind positive and free from negativity. 

· CAREER: 

· Expect good amount of changes and opportunities 

coming your way in the career. 

. There could be quick changes in situations on the 

office front 

. Success would come by better communications 

. You may find yourself improving in your versatility 

to work and deliver in the office environment 

. FINANCE: 

· Income should improve in general 

· More decent control on expenses is needed. 

· Investments should do well in this period 

. The return on investments should be well thought 

over in this period to ensure better returns. 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· There could be fluctuations in the relationships 



. Ensure that the fluctuations don’t affect the 

relationship 

. Travel, change and outings could add to the pep of 

life in this period 

. Use of discrimination in relationships would greatly 

help to improve the same  

· CHILDREN: 

. Children would do well in this time academically 

. It would be a good time for them to build up better 

communication skills 

· HEALTH: 

· Health will remain afflicted by many minor ailments 

 · Illness could become serious  during this period. 

· Take care of Vata/Stress related problems at this 

time 

 

 KET till 10/ 6/20 

 

You will vanquish your enemies. 

Also you may get into a very specialized are in 

regard to your career maters as aspe3ct to 10th 

house is there. Speak carefully as aspect to second 

house is there and take proper care of family 

matters. 

 



Your career may not go very well .You could 

expect people working secretly against you 

This is a time you may get more inwards- or 

inclined to be philosophical 

You may also not have a very good flow of money. 

The relationships may also suffer 

     Avoid secretiveness in relationships and try to be 

open and with people. 

 

· CAREER: 

· Expect some struggle on the career front. 

· Your attitude would be more inward drawn and you 

might be doing more reflection on how to ·  

· Improve the throughput of your work. 

· Your efforts could be blocked. 

· Try to maintain your confidence 

· You will do well to focus only on your health and 

hard work. 

· You could expect some contraction on the 

professional front 



 

· FINANCE: 

·Income will remain stable but not much hike is 

expected. 

·Some expenses on medical treatments. 

·Savings and investments may be neglected. 

·Speculation now will not get very good results 

· Lie low and act in conservative manner in both 

career and finance now. 

 

· LOVE & MARRIED LIFE: 

· Take special  care in any associations. 

· New ones may  not develop so quickly. 

· Special effort on your part would be needed to 

maintain the relationships 

· You may be more drawn inwardly- or interest in 

occult may develop- so could affect  social life. 

· CHILDREN: 



· Take special care of children’s health 

·  This is a time they may develop good focus on 

studies 

· They might start taking more interest in religion 

· A vigil is the best bet to be kept at this time 

· HEALTH: 

· Guard against health 

· Take care of Mental stress. 

· Special care of hidden ailments. 

· Expect- Pitta/Fire related problems 

· Expect- problems of type infection 

. Take special care of stomach infections at this time 

 

 

Remedies that would help you to be much 

better in life & solve your concerns easily 
 
 
As Saturn is something that could affect your 
married life Also we need to strengthen the positive 
energies of rahu The basic Upayas are given to you 
 



For Mars over all longevity and good health: 

Wearing coral/moonga in gold in the sun finger on 

Tuesday is suggested. 

 Help your younger brothers 

 Prayer and meditation every morning on 

monkey god/bajrang bali 

 Being kind to servants 

 Try to be forgiving  

 & patient 

Also 

 Laxmi srota 

 Ganpati srota 

 

For Rahu: 

 

 Donate to Oldage Homes 

 

 

 

We wish you all the best in Life, 

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com 

 

 



For any Clarification Regarding This Report– 

Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id 

Given Below: 

 

 astrozing.com@gmail.com  
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